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This paper aims at presenting a technique to replace each three-degree-of-freedom (3-dof) spring–mass system (or
substructure) by a set of equivalent masses so that the dynamic characteristics of a rectangular plate (or main structure)
carrying any number of elastically mounted lumped masses may be obtained from the same plate carrying the same sets
of rigidly attached equivalent masses. Because the three degrees-of-freedom (dofs) of the substructure are embedded in
its equivalent masses, the total dof of the entire vibrating system (i.e., the main structure together with all the substruc-
tures) is independent on the total number of the substructures attached to the main structure in the presented equivalent
mass method (EMM). However, in the conventional ﬁnite element method (FEM), the total dof of the entire vibrating
system increases by three when one more substructure is attached to the main structure. Compared with FEM, the mer-
its of EMM are double: Firstly, since the total dof of the entire vibrating system in EMM is smaller than that in FEM,
some computer storage memory may be saved. Secondly, since the dofs for all the substructures are eliminated, the
associated natural frequencies and mode shapes are excluded from those of the main structure and some eﬀort required
for the analysis of computer-output data may also be saved. It is evident that the last merits of EMM will be more pre-
dominant if the total number of substructures attached to the main structure is large.
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The dynamic characteristics of plates carrying various concentrated elements, such as lumped mass, dis-
tributed mass, springs, etc., are important areas of research for structural engineers. For instance, Shah and
Datta (1969) have used the energy principle (Timoshenko and Krieger, 1959) to derive the diﬀerential equa-
tion of motion of a rectangular plate with any number of rigidly attached concentrated masses. Amba-Rao
(1964) and Magrab (1968) have used the Dirac d-function, ﬁnite Fourier sine transforms and Laplace trans-
forms to derive the eigenvalue equation of a rectangular plate, with various boundary conditions and car-
rying a concentrated mass. Rossi and Laura (1996) have investigated the inﬂuence of Poissons ratio and
position of concentrated mass on the natural frequencies and mode shapes of a cantilever rectangular plate
using ﬁnite element method. Ingber et al. (1992) have performed the free vibration analysis of a clamped
rectangular plate carrying concentrated masses and springs using the mixed boundary-ﬁnite element
method. Besides, they also carried out model tests and found that the experimental results and the theoreti-
cal ones were in good agreement. Since the simpliﬁcation of the attachment as a concentrated mass is not
always reasonable, Wu and Luo (1997a,b) and Avalos et al. (1993, 1994) have studied the free vibrations of
rectangular plates, with various boundary conditions, carrying elastically mounted lumped mass (i.e., one-
dof spring–mass system) using analytical-and-numerical-combined method and optimized Rayleigh–Ritz
method, respectively.
From the review of existing literature, one sees that the problem studied by Shah and Datta (1969),
Amba-Rao (1964), Magrab (1968), Rossi and Laura (1996) and Ingber et al. (1992) is regarding a plate car-
rying rigidly attached concentrated masses or distributed masses and that studied by Wu and Luo (1997a,b)
and Avalos et al. (1993, 1994) is regarding a plate carrying elastically mounted lumped masses. To the
authors knowledge, the information concerning the free vibration characteristics of plates carrying multi-
dof spring–mass systems is not found yet, thus, this paper attempts to present some information in this aspect.
Firstly, based on the equilibrium equations of forces and moments, the element stiﬀness and mass matri-
ces for an arbitrary 3-dof spring–mass system, required by the FEM, are derived. Next, eliminating the
three dofs of the 3-dof spring–mass system, the (eﬀective) mass matrix for a set of equivalent masses re-
quired by the presented equivalent mass method (EMM) is obtained. Finally, the overall property matrices
of the entire vibrating system for either the FEM or the EMM are determined by means of the standard
assembly technique of ﬁnite element method (Bathe, 1982). The main diﬀerence between FEM and
EMM is that, in FEM, the total dof of the entire vibrating system increases by three if one more 3-dof
spring–mass system is attached to the plate; while in EMM, the total dof of the entire vibrating system
remains unchanged no matter how many 3-dof spring–mass systems are attached to the plate. The last
feature of EMM may save much computer storage memory if the total number of the 3-dof spring–mass
systems attached to the plate is very large.
For convenience, a rectangular plate is called the bare plate if it carries nothing, and is called the attach-
ment-mounted plate if it carries any number of 3-dof spring–mass systems (or substructures) hereafter. In this
paper, the natural frequencies and the corresponding mode shapes of the attachment-mounted plate are
determined using Lanczos algorithm (Golub et al., 1972) in FEM, while they are determined using the
half-interval technique incorporated with the Gauss–Jordan elimination method (Carnahan et al., 1977)
in EMM. It is noted that the approach adopted by FEM is not available for EMM, because the coeﬃcients
of eﬀective mass matrix are functions of natural frequency of the attachment-mounted plate. For validation,
the natural frequencies of a simply supported rectangular plate carrying a 3-dof spring–mass system are
determined by means of the FEM and EMM and then compared with those of the same plate carrying a
1-dof spring–mass system by using a limiting approach. It is found that good agreement is achieved. Finally,
the EMM is used to determine the natural frequencies and mode shapes of a main structure carrying multiple
substructures to show the availability of the presented theory. Inﬂuence of some parameters of the substruc-
ture(s) on the free vibration characteristics of the attachment-mounted plate is also studied.
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In this section, the eﬀective mass matrix of a 3-dof spring–mass system is derived ﬁrst. Then, based on
the last eﬀective mass matrix, the set of equivalent masses of the substructure is determined, so that the
dynamic characteristics of a rectangular plate carrying any number of 3-dof spring–mass systems can be
predicted from the same plate carrying the same sets of rigidly attached equivalent masses.
2.1. Eﬀective mass matrix of a three-dof spring–mass system
Fig. 1 shows the free-body diagram of the vth substructure mounted on the plate, where F ðvÞi (i = p,q, r, s)
represent the interactive forces between the substructure and the plate, at the four attaching points, p, q, r
and s, respectively; aðvÞx1 and a
ðvÞ
x2 deﬁne the spacings between the four springs of the substructure and the
eccentricity of center of gravity (c.g.) of the lumped mass of the substructure in the x direction, while
bðvÞy1 and b
ðvÞ
y2 deﬁne the corresponding ones in the y direction. Note that a
ðvÞ
x1 ¼ aðvÞx2 and aðvÞy1 ¼ aðvÞy2 when there
is no eccentricity for c.g. of the substructure. Besides, mðvÞz denotes the magnitude of the lumped mass, k
ðvÞ
p ,
kðvÞr , k
ðvÞ
s and k
ðvÞ
q denote the spring constants for the four springs, respectively; while F
ðvÞ
z , M
ðvÞ
x and M
ðvÞ
y
denote the external force and moments on the lumped mass mðvÞz , respectively. For free vibration, the exter-
nal force and moments are zero, i.e., F ðvÞz ¼ M ðvÞx ¼ M ðvÞy ¼ 0. Hence, the dynamic equilibrium of the sub-
structure requires thatmðvÞz €uðvÞz þ F ðvÞp þ F ðvÞq þ F ðvÞr þ F ðvÞs ¼ 0 ð1Þ
J ðvÞx €h
ðvÞ
x  ðF ðvÞp þ F ðvÞs ÞbðvÞy1 þ ðF ðvÞq þ F ðvÞr ÞbðvÞy2 ¼ 0 ð2Þ
J ðvÞy €h
ðvÞ
y þ ðF ðvÞp þ F ðvÞq ÞaðvÞx1  ðF ðvÞr þ F ðvÞs ÞaðvÞx2 ¼ 0 ð3ÞIn Eqs. (1)–(3), J ðvÞx and J
ðvÞ
y , respectively, represent the mass moments of inertia of the lumped mass m
ðvÞ
z
about the x and y axes, while €uðvÞz , €h
ðvÞ
x and
€h
ðvÞ
y , respectively, represent the translational acceleration in z
direction and the rotational accelerations about the central axes of the lumped mass mðvÞz in the x and y
directions. Besides, F ðvÞi (i = p,q, r, s) denote the interactive forces between the plate and the substructure
given byFig. 1. A rectangular plate carrying an arbitrary 3-dof spring–mass system.
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F ðvÞq ¼ kðvÞq ðuðvÞq  uðvÞz  bðvÞy2 hðvÞx  aðvÞx1 hðvÞy Þ ð5Þ
F ðvÞr ¼ kðvÞr ðuðvÞr  uðvÞz  bðvÞy2 hðvÞx þ aðvÞx2 hðvÞy Þ ð6Þ
F ðvÞs ¼ kðvÞs ðuðvÞs  uðvÞz þ bðvÞy1 hðvÞx þ aðvÞx2 hðvÞy Þ ð7Þwhere uðvÞp , u
ðvÞ
q , u
ðvÞ
r , u
ðvÞ
s and u
ðvÞ
z are the transverse ðzÞ displacements of the attaching points p, q, r, s and
lumped mass mðvÞz , respectively; while h
ðvÞ
x and h
ðvÞ
y are the rotational angles about the central axes of the
lumped mass mðvÞz in the x and y directions, respectively.
Introducing Eqs. (4)–(7) into Eqs. (1)–(3), one obtainsmðvÞz €u
ðvÞ
z  kðvÞp uðvÞp  kðvÞq uðvÞq  kðvÞr uðvÞr  kðvÞs uðvÞs þ ðkðvÞp þ kðvÞq þ kðvÞr þ kðvÞs ÞuðvÞz
þ ðkðvÞp bðvÞy1 þ kðvÞq bðvÞy2 þ kðvÞr bðvÞy2  kðvÞs bðvÞy1 ÞhðvÞx þ ðkðvÞp aðvÞx1 þ kðvÞq aðvÞx1  kðvÞr aðvÞx2  kðvÞs aðvÞx2 ÞhðvÞy ¼ 0 ð8Þ
J ðvÞx €h
ðvÞ
x þ kðvÞp bðvÞy1 uðvÞp  kðvÞq bðvÞy2 uðvÞq  kðvÞr bðvÞy2 uðvÞr þ kðvÞs bðvÞy1 uðvÞs þ ðkðvÞp bðvÞy1 þ kðvÞq bðvÞy2 þ kðvÞr bðvÞy2
 kðvÞs bðvÞy1 ÞuðvÞz þ ðkðvÞp bðvÞ
2
y1 þ kðvÞq bðvÞ
2
y2 þ kðvÞr bðvÞ
2
y2 þ kðvÞs bðvÞ
2
y1 ÞhðvÞx þ ðkðvÞp aðvÞx1 bðvÞy1 þ kðvÞq aðvÞx1 bðvÞy2
 kðvÞr aðvÞx2 bðvÞy2 þ kðvÞs aðvÞx2 bðvÞy1 ÞhðvÞy ¼ 0 ð9Þ
J ðvÞy €h
ðvÞ
y  kðvÞp aðvÞx1 uðvÞp  kðvÞq aðvÞx1 uðvÞq þ kðvÞr aðvÞx2 uðvÞr þ kðvÞs aðvÞx2 uðvÞs þ ðkðvÞp aðvÞx1 þ kðvÞq aðvÞx1  kðvÞr aðvÞx2
 kðvÞs aðvÞx2 ÞuðvÞz þ ðkðvÞp aðvÞx1 bðvÞy1 þ kðvÞq aðvÞx1 bðvÞy2  kðvÞr aðvÞx2 bðvÞy2 þ kðvÞs aðvÞx2 bðvÞy1 ÞhðvÞx
þ ðkðvÞp aðvÞ
2
x1 þ kðvÞq aðvÞ
2
x1 þ kðvÞr aðvÞ
2
x2 þ kðvÞs aðvÞ
2
x2 ÞhðvÞy ¼ 0 ð10ÞWriting the last three equations in matrix form yieldsmðvÞz 0 0
0 J ðvÞx 0
0 0 J ðvÞy
2
64
3
75
€uðvÞz
€h
ðvÞ
x
€h
ðvÞ
y
8><
>>:
9>=
>>;þ
kðvÞp kðvÞq kðvÞr kðvÞs
kðvÞp b
ðvÞ
y1 kðvÞq bðvÞy2 kðvÞr bðvÞy2 kðvÞs bðvÞy1
kðvÞp aðvÞx1 kðvÞq aðvÞx1 kðvÞr aðvÞx2 kðvÞs aðvÞx2
2
664
3
775
uðvÞp
uðvÞq
uðvÞr
uðvÞs
8>><
>>>:
9>>=
>>>;
þ
A11 A12 A13
A21 A22 A23
A31 A32 A33
2
64
3
75
uðvÞz
hðvÞx
hðvÞy
8><
>:
9>=
>;¼f0g
ð11Þ
whereA11 ¼ kðvÞp þ kðvÞq þ kðvÞr þ kðvÞs
A12 ¼ A21 ¼ kðvÞp bðvÞy1 þ kðvÞq bðvÞy2 þ kðvÞr bðvÞy2  kðvÞs bðvÞy1
A13 ¼ A31 ¼ kðvÞp aðvÞx1 þ kðvÞq aðvÞx1  kðvÞr aðvÞx2  kðvÞs aðvÞx2
A22 ¼ kðvÞp bðvÞ
2
y1 þ kðvÞq bðvÞ
2
y2 þ kðvÞr bðvÞ
2
y2 þ kðvÞs bðvÞ
2
y1
A23 ¼ A32 ¼ kðvÞp aðvÞx1 bðvÞy1 þ kðvÞq aðvÞx1 bðvÞy2  kðvÞr aðvÞx2 bðvÞy2 þ kðvÞs aðvÞx2 bðvÞy1
A33 ¼ kðvÞp aðvÞ
2
x1 þ kðvÞq aðvÞ
2
x1 þ kðvÞr aðvÞ
2
x2 þ kðvÞs aðvÞ
2
x2
ð12Þ
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hðvÞj ¼ h
ðvÞ
j e
ixt ðj ¼ x; yÞ
ð13Þwhere x is the natural frequency of the attachment-mounted plate; uðvÞi (i = p,q, r, s,z) and h
ðvÞ
j (j = x,y) are
the vibration amplitudes of uðvÞi (i = p,q, r, s,v) and h
ðvÞ
j (j = x,y), respectively; while
i ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ1p .
Introducing Eq. (13) into Eq. (11), one obtainsmðvÞz 0 0
0 J ðvÞx 0
0 0 J ðvÞy
2
664
3
775
€uðvÞz
€h
ðvÞ
x
€h
ðvÞ
y
8>><
>>:
9>>=
>>;þ 
1
x2
  kðvÞp kðvÞq kðvÞr kðvÞs
kðvÞp b
ðvÞ
y1 kðvÞq bðvÞy2 kðvÞr bðvÞy2 kðvÞs bðvÞy1
kðvÞp aðvÞx1 kðvÞq aðvÞx1 kðvÞr aðvÞx2 kðvÞs aðvÞx2
2
6664
3
7775
€uðvÞp
€uðvÞq
€uðvÞr
€uðvÞs
8>>><
>>>:
9>>>=
>>>;
þ  1
x2
  A11 A12 A13
A21 A22 A23
A31 A32 A33
2
64
3
75
€uðvÞz
€h
ðvÞ
x
€h
ðvÞ
y
8>><
>>:
9>>=
>>; ¼ f0g ð14Þor€uðvÞz
€h
ðvÞ
x
€h
ðvÞ
y
8><
>:
9>=
>; ¼ ½B
1  1
x2

kðvÞp kðvÞq kðvÞr kðvÞs
kðvÞp b
ðvÞ
y1 kðvÞq bðvÞy2 kðvÞr bðvÞy2 kðvÞs bðvÞy1
kðvÞp aðvÞx1 kðvÞq aðvÞx1 kðvÞr aðvÞx2 kðvÞs aðvÞx2
2
664
3
775
€uðvÞp
€uðvÞq
€uðvÞr
€uðvÞs
8>>><
>>:
9>>>=
>>;
ð15Þwhere½B ¼ 1
x2
mðvÞz x
2  A11 A12 A13
A21 J ðvÞx x2  A22 A23
A31 A32 J ðvÞy x2  A33
2
64
3
75 ð16ÞSubstituting Eqs. (13) and (15) into Eqs. (4)–(7) and writing the resulting expressions in matrix form, one
obtains the following relationF ðvÞp
F ðvÞq
F ðvÞr
F ðvÞs
8>><
>>>:
9>>=
>>>;
¼ ½mðvÞeff 
€uðvÞp
€uðvÞq
€uðvÞr
€uðvÞs
8>><
>>>:
9>>=
>>>;
ð17Þwhere½mðvÞeff  ¼
mðvÞeff;11 m
ðvÞ
eff ;12 m
ðvÞ
eff ;13 m
ðvÞ
eff ;14
mðvÞeff;21 m
ðvÞ
eff ;22 m
ðvÞ
eff ;23 m
ðvÞ
eff ;24
mðvÞeff;31 m
ðvÞ
eff ;32 m
ðvÞ
eff ;33 m
ðvÞ
eff ;34
mðvÞeff;41 m
ðvÞ
eff ;42 m
ðvÞ
eff ;43 m
ðvÞ
eff ;44
2
666664
3
777775 ¼ 
1
x2
  kðvÞp 0 0 0
0 kðvÞq 0 0
0 0 kðvÞr 0
0 0 0 kðvÞs
2
66664
3
77775
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x4
kðvÞp kðvÞp bðvÞy1 kðvÞp aðvÞx1
kðvÞq kðvÞq bðvÞy2 kðvÞq aðvÞx1
kðvÞr kðvÞr bðvÞy2 kðvÞr aðvÞx2
kðvÞs kðvÞs bðvÞy1 kðvÞs aðvÞx2
2
66666664
3
77777775
½B1
kðvÞp kðvÞq kðvÞr kðvÞs
kðvÞp b
ðvÞ
y1 kðvÞq bðvÞy2 kðvÞr bðvÞy2 kðvÞs bðvÞy1
kðvÞp aðvÞx1 kðvÞq aðvÞx1 kðvÞr aðvÞx2 kðvÞs aðvÞx2
2
6664
3
7775 ð18ÞEqs. (17) and (18) reveal that the eﬀect of a 3-dof spring–mass system shown in Fig. 1 can be replaced by an
eﬀective mass matrix ½mðvÞeff . It is evident that the coeﬃcients of eﬀective mass matrix, mðvÞeff ;ij ði; j ¼ 1 to 4Þ,
are functions of the natural frequency x of the attachment-mounted plate.2.2. Equivalent masses of a three-dof spring–mass system
From the foregoing derivations one sees that the dynamic characteristics of a rectangular plate elastically
mounted by a 3-dof lumped mass, as shown in Fig. 1, may be obtained from the same bare plate carrying
four rigidly attached equivalent masses with their magnitudes mðvÞeq;i (i = p,q, r, s) determined bymðvÞeq;p ¼ mðvÞeff ;11 þ
uq
up
 
mðvÞeff ;12 þ
ur
up
 
mðvÞeff ;13 þ
us
up
 
mðvÞeff ;14 ð19aÞ
mðvÞeq;q ¼
up
uq
 
mðvÞeff ;21 þ mðvÞeff ;22 þ
ur
uq
 
mðvÞeff;23 þ
us
uq
 
mðvÞeff;24 ð19bÞ
mðvÞeq;r ¼
up
ur
 
mðvÞeff ;31 þ
uq
ur
 
mðvÞeff ;32 þ mðvÞeff ;33 þ
us
ur
 
mðvÞeff;34 ð19cÞ
mðvÞeq;s ¼
up
us
 
mðvÞeff ;41 þ
uq
us
 
mðvÞeff ;42 þ
ur
us
 
mðvÞeff ;43 þ mðvÞeff;44 ð19dÞThe last expressions are obtained from Eqs. (17) and (18). It is seen that the eﬀective mass matrix given by
Eq. (18), ½mðvÞeff , is equivalent to a set of the four equivalent masses (for the vth 3-dof spring–mass system)
with their magnitudes deﬁned by Eqs. (19a)–(19d).3. Property matrices of a 3-dof spring–mass system
In order to conﬁrm the reliability of the last formulations for the equivalent mass method (EMM) by
means of the conventional ﬁnite element method (FEM), one requires the stiﬀness and mass matrices of
the 3-dof spring–mass system shown in Fig. 1 and they are derived in this section. From Fig. 1 one sees
that the dynamic equilibrium of the 3-dof spring–mass system requires thatmðvÞz €uðvÞz þ F ðvÞp þ F ðvÞq þ F ðvÞr þ F ðvÞs þ F ðvÞz ¼ 0 ð20Þ
J ðvÞx €h
ðvÞ
x  ðF ðvÞp þ F ðvÞs ÞbðvÞy1 þ ðF ðvÞq þ F ðvÞr ÞbðvÞy2 þM ðvÞx ¼ 0 ð21Þ
J ðvÞy €h
ðvÞ
y þ ðF ðvÞp þ F ðvÞq ÞaðvÞx1  ðF ðvÞr þ F ðvÞs ÞaðvÞx2 þM ðvÞy ¼ 0 ð22Þ
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ðvÞ
z  kðvÞp uðvÞp  kðvÞq uðvÞq  kðvÞr uðvÞr  kðvÞs uðvÞs þ ðkðvÞp þ kðvÞq þ kðvÞr þ kðvÞs ÞuðvÞz þ ðkðvÞp bðvÞy1 þ kðvÞq bðvÞy2
þ kðvÞr bðvÞy2  kðvÞs bðvÞy1 ÞhðvÞx þ ðkðvÞp aðvÞx1 þ kðvÞq aðvÞx1  kðvÞr aðvÞx2  kðvÞs aðvÞx2 ÞhðvÞy
¼ F ðvÞz ð23Þ
J ðvÞx €h
ðvÞ
x þ kðvÞp bðvÞy1 uðvÞp  kðvÞq bðvÞy2 uðvÞq  kðvÞr bðvÞy2 uðvÞr þ kðvÞs bðvÞy1 uðvÞs þ ðkðvÞp bðvÞy1 þ kðvÞq bðvÞy2 þ kðvÞr bðvÞy2  kðvÞs bðvÞy1 ÞuðvÞz
þ ðkðvÞp bðvÞ
2
y1 þ kðvÞq bðvÞ
2
y2 þ kðvÞr bðvÞ
2
y2 þ kðvÞs bðvÞ
2
y1 ÞhðvÞx þ ðkðvÞp aðvÞx1 bðvÞy1 þ kðvÞq aðvÞx1 bðvÞy2
 kðvÞr aðvÞx2 bðvÞy2 þ kðvÞs aðvÞx2 bðvÞy1 ÞhðvÞy
¼ M ðvÞx ð24Þ
J ðvÞy €h
ðvÞ
y  kðvÞp aðvÞx1 uðvÞp  kðvÞq aðvÞx1 uðvÞq þ kðvÞr aðvÞx2 uðvÞr þ kðvÞs aðvÞx2 uðvÞs þ ðkðvÞp aðvÞx1 þ kðvÞq aðvÞx1  kðvÞr aðvÞx2
 kðvÞs aðvÞx2 ÞuðvÞz þ ðkðvÞp aðvÞx1 bðvÞy1 þ kðvÞq aðvÞx1 bðvÞy2  kðvÞr aðvÞx2 bðvÞy2 þ kðvÞs aðvÞx2 bðvÞy1 ÞhðvÞx þ ðkðvÞp aðvÞ
2
x1 þ kðvÞq aðvÞ
2
x1
þ kðvÞr aðvÞ
2
x2 þ kðvÞs aðvÞ
2
x2 ÞhðvÞy
¼ M ðvÞy ð25ÞWriting Eqs. (4)–(7) and (23)–(25) in matrix form yields½mðvÞf€uðvÞg þ ½kðvÞfuðvÞg ¼ fF ðvÞg ð26Þ
where½mðvÞ ¼
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 mðvÞz 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 J ðvÞx 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 J ðvÞy
2
66666666664
3
77777777775
ð27Þ
½kðvÞ ¼
kðvÞp 0 0 0 kðvÞp kðvÞp bðvÞy1 kðvÞp aðvÞx1
0 kðvÞq 0 0 kðvÞq kðvÞq bðvÞy2 kðvÞq aðvÞx1
0 0 kðvÞr 0 kðvÞr kðvÞr bðvÞy2 kðvÞr aðvÞx2
0 0 0 kðvÞs kðvÞs kðvÞs bðvÞy1 kðvÞs aðvÞx2
kðvÞp kðvÞq kðvÞr kðvÞs A11 A12 A13
kðvÞp b
ðvÞ
y1 kðvÞq bðvÞy2 kðvÞr bðvÞy2 kðvÞs bðvÞy1 A21 A22 A23
kðvÞp aðvÞx1 kðvÞq aðvÞx1 kðvÞr aðvÞx2 kðvÞs aðvÞx2 A31 A32 A33
2
66666666666664
3
77777777777775
ð28Þ
fuðvÞg ¼ ½ uðvÞp uðvÞq uðvÞr uðvÞs uðvÞz hðvÞx hðvÞy T ð29Þ
f€uðvÞg ¼ ½ €uðvÞp €uðvÞq €uðvÞr €uðvÞs €uðvÞz €h
ðvÞ
x
€h
ðvÞ
y
T ð30Þ
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In Eqs. (27) and (28), [m(v)] and [k(v)] are respectively the mass matrix and stiﬀness matrix of the 3-dof
spring–mass system shown in Fig. 1.4. Natural frequencies and mode shapes of the attachment-mounted plate
In this paper, the natural frequencies and mode shapes of the attachment-mounted plate are determined
with the equivalent mass method (EMM) and then validated by means of the conventional ﬁnite element
method (FEM). The solution procedures of the last two techniques are brieﬂy described in the following.
4.1. Characteristic equation of the attachment-mounted plate
If the overall stiﬀness matrix and overall mass matrix for the attachment-mounted plate (i.e., the bare
plate carrying any number of 3-dof spring–mass systems) are, respectively, denoted by ½~K and ½ eM , then
the equations of motion for the entire vibrating system take the form½M f€ug þ ½Kfug ¼ f0g ð32Þ
where [M] and [K] are, respectively, the mass matrix and stiﬀness matrix obtained from ½~K and ½ eM  by
imposing the prescribed boundary conditions; while f€ug and {u} are, respectively, the associated accelera-
tion and displacement vectors.
For free vibration of the attachment-mounted plate, one hasfug ¼ fugeixt ð33aÞ
f€ug ¼ x2fugeixt ð33bÞ
where fug is the amplitude of {u}.
The substitution of the last relation into Eq. (32) leads toð½K  x2½M Þfug ¼ f0g ð34Þ
Non-trivial solution of Eq. (34) requires thatj½K  x2½M j ¼ 0 ð35Þ
Eq. (35) is the characteristic equation of the attachment-mounted plate.
4.2. By using equivalent mass method (EMM)
According to the EMM, each 3-dof spring–mass system, as shown in Fig. 1, can be replaced by a set of
equivalent masses with their eﬀective mass matrix ð½mðvÞeff Þ given by Eq. (18). Thus, the overall mass matrix
of the attachment-mounted plate is given by½ eM ‘nn ¼ ½ eMbnn þX
v
½mðvÞeff 44 ð36ÞwhereeM ‘;ij ¼ eMb;ij ði; j ¼ 1 to nÞ ð37aÞ
except thateM ‘;ij ¼ eMb;ij þ mðvÞeff;ij ðv ¼ 1; 2; . . .Þ ð37bÞ
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j ¼ np if J ¼ 1; j ¼ nq if J ¼ 2; j ¼ nr if J ¼ 3; j ¼ ns if J ¼ 4 ð37dÞIn Eqs. (36) and (37), ½ eM ‘ and ½ eMb are the overall mass matrices of the attachment-mounted plate and the
bare plate, respectively; while np, nq, nr and ns represent the numberings of the degrees-of-freedom of the
attaching points, p, q, r and s, for the vth 3-dof spring–mass system, in the transverse ðzÞ direction, respec-
tively. It is noted that the symbol
P
v in Eq. (36) refers to assembly (rather than simple summation) of all
the eﬀective mass matrices ½mðvÞeff . Thus, the solution procedures for EMM are as follows:
1. Calculate the overall stiﬀness matrix ½~Kb and overall mass matrix ½ eMb of the bare plate using the stan-
dard assembly technique of ﬁnite element method.
2. Give a trial value to the natural frequency x for the attachment-mounted plate and calculate the eﬀective
mass matrix ½mðvÞeff  by means of Eq. (18) and then add the contribution of the last eﬀective mass matrix for
each of the 3-dof spring–mass systems to the overall mass matrix ½ eMb, by using Eqs. (36) and (37), and
denote the resulting mass matrix by ½ eM ‘.
3. Impose the boundary conditions of the plate to determine the eﬀective overall stiﬀness matrix [K] and
overall mass matrix [M‘], and then introduce the last two matrices into Eq. (35) to obtain the value
of the determinantdðxÞ ¼ j½K  x2½M ‘j: ð38Þ
4. The trial value of x selected by step 2 is one of the natural frequencies of the attachment-mounted plate
if the value of Eq. (38) is equal to zero (i.e., dðxÞ ¼ 0). Otherwise, steps 2 and 3 must be repeated with a
new trial value of x until dðxÞ ¼ 0.
5. Based on the Gauss–Jordan elimination method (Carnahan et al., 1977), one may determine the mode
shape, fug, corresponding to natural frequency x by solving the following simultaneous equationsð½K  x2½M ‘Þfug ¼ 0: ð39Þ4.3. Use of conventional ﬁnite element method (FEM)
If the natural frequencies and the corresponding mode shapes of the attachment-mounted plate are
determined by means of the conventional FEM, then the eﬀective overall stiﬀness and mass matrices for
Eq. (32), [K] and [M], are obtained by assembling the element property matrices for each of the 3-dof
spring–mass systems, given by Eqs. (27) and (28), to the overall property matrices of the bare plate, with
the standard assembly technique of ﬁnite element method, and then imposing the boundary conditions. In
this paper, Eq. (32) is solved with Lanczos algorithm (Golub et al., 1972).
In this paper, the characteristic equation (35) for the attachment-mounted plate obtained from the EMM
is solved for the natural frequencies xj (j = 1,2, . . .,n) by means of the step-size-varying half-interval method.
Where the ‘‘step size’’ refers to the magnitude of the frequency increment Dxð‘Þj for the jth natural frequency
xj (j = 1,2, . . .,n) in the ‘th iteration cycle. Once the lowest several natural frequencies of the attachment-
mounted plate are determined, the associated mode shapes are determined by the Gauss–Jordan elimina-
tion method. It is evident that the computer time required by the EMM is dependent on many factors, such
as the scheme of computer program adopted, the total number of natural frequencies (n) determined, the
lowest (initial) trial value of natural frequency, the accuracy of the natural frequencies desired, the diﬀer-
ence between the lowest natural frequency and the highest one among the n natural frequencies, etc. In gen-
eral, if only the lowest six natural frequencies of the attachment-mounted plate are required then the
Table 1
The ﬁrst six natural frequencies, xj (j = 1 to 6), of an undamped SSSS rectangular plate carrying a 3-dof and a 1-dof spring–mass
systems, as shown in Figs. 2(a) and (b), respectively, with mð1Þz ¼ 39.25 kg, kð1Þz ¼ 293.5 N/m and ðxð1Þ; yð1ÞÞ ¼ ð1.5 m; 0.5 mÞ
Methods Dof of
substructure
Natural frequencies, xj (j = 1 to 6) (rad/s) CPU
time (s)x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6
EMMa 3 94.5295 149.2123 241.5252 324.4735 372.3180 453.2621 69.2
FEMa 3 94.5061 149.1940 241.5247 324.4697 372.3124 453.2615 68.7
FEM 1 94.5365 149.2258 241.5315 324.4736 372.3183 453.2625 –
Wu and Luo (1997b) 1 95.4541 152.7129 248.0940 – – – –
a EMM refers to the equivalent mass method presented in this paper; FEM refers to the conventional ﬁnite element method.
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not signiﬁcant as one may see from the ﬁnal column of Table 1. Although the computer time required by
the EMMmay be not less than that required by the FEM, the EMM has the following advantages: (i) Since
each spring–mass system (see Fig. 1) possesses three dofs, the order of the eﬀective overall property matri-
ces [K] and [M] for the FEM increases by 3 when one more spring–mass system is attached to the plate.
However, this is not true for the EMM because the three dofs of each spring–mass system are eliminated
when each 3-dof spring–mass system is replaced by a set of equivalent masses (see Section 2). In other
words, in the EMM, the order of the overall property matrices for the attachment-mounted plate remains
unchanged no matter how many 3-dof spring–mass systems are attached to the plate. (ii) Because the dofs
regarding all the 3-dof spring–mass systems are eliminated by the associated eﬀective mass matrices, the
natural frequencies and mode shapes regarding the local vibrations of all the 3-dof spring–mass systems
with respect to the static plate are to disappear in the computer output. It is evident that, for the EMM,
the time saved by the analysis of its output data will be much more than the computer time required by
its numerical calculations.5. Numerical results and discussions
For convenience, the rectangular plate is also called the main structure and each 3-dof spring–mass sys-
tem is also called a substructure as has been mentioned at the beginning of this paper. Besides, a four-letter
acronym is used to designate the type of support of a rectangular plate starting at the left edge and proceed-
ing in a clockwise direction. Thus, the SSSS plate refers to a rectangular plate with its four edges simply
supported, while SFSF plate refers to a rectangular plate with its two opposite edges normal to the x-axis
simply supported and the other two edges (normal to the y-axis) free. In which, the letters S and F refer to
the simple and free supports, respectively.
5.1. Validation
In order to validate the formulations presented and the computer program developed, the natural fre-
quencies of an undamped uniform SSSS rectangular plate with a 3-dof spring–mass system attached (see
Fig. 2(a)) are compared with those of the same plate with a 1-dof spring–mass system attached (see Fig.
2(b)). The rectangular plate is made of steel with mass density q = 7850 kg/m3, Youngs modulus
E = 2.051 · 1011 N/m2, Poissons ratio m = 0.3 and bending rigidity D = Eh3/12(1  m2) = 2.348 · 103 N m.
The length, width and thickness of the plate are a = 2.0 m, b = 1.0 m and h = 0.005 m, respectively. From
Figs. 2(a) and (b), one may infer that the natural frequencies of the plate with a 3-dof spring–mass system
attached will be close to those of the same plate with a 1-dof spring–mass system attached if the following
conditions are satisﬁed: (i) the mass moments of inertia, J ð1Þx and J
ð1Þ
y , and the spacings, e, for the 3-dof
(a)
(b)
Fig. 2. A SSSS rectangular plate carrying (a) a 3-dof spring–mass system and (b) a 1-dof spring–mass system with mð1Þz ¼ 39.25 kg,
kð1Þz ¼ 293.5 N/m and ðxð1Þ;yð1ÞÞ ¼ ð1.5 m; 0.5 mÞ, where kð1Þi ¼ kð1Þz =4 with i = p,q, r, s.
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c.g. of the 3-dof spring–mass system are identical to the corresponding ones of the 1-dof spring–mass sys-
tem. In this paper, one sets J ð1Þx ¼ J ð1Þy ¼ 106 kg m2  0, e = 0.01 m  0 and ðxð1Þ; yð1ÞÞ ¼ ð1.5 m; 0.5 mÞ.
Besides, the spring constant and lumped mass for the 1-dof spring–mass system are kð1Þz ¼ kð1Þp þ kð1Þq þ
kð1Þr þ kð1Þs ¼ 293.5 N/m and mð1Þz ¼ 39.25 kg. It is noted that the last information concerning the plate
and the 1-dof spring–mass system is exactly the same as that of Wu and Luo (1997b).
The ﬁrst six natural frequencies, xj ðj ¼ 1 to 6Þ, of the attachment-mounted SSSS plate are listed in
Table 1. In the table, the natural frequencies listed in the 5th and 6th rows are for the SSSS plate carrying
a 1-dof spring–mass system calculated using the ﬁnite element method and obtained from Wu and Luo
(1997b), respectively; while those listed in the 3rd and 4th rows are for the SSSS plate carrying a 3-dof
spring–mass system determined by means of the presented EMM and the conventional FEM with property
matrices given by Eqs. (27) and (28), respectively. The good agreement between the natural frequencies of
the SSSS rectangular plate carrying a 3-dof spring–mass system (obtained from EMM and FEM) and those
Table 2
Inﬂuence of element number of plate, Ne, on the ﬁrst six natural frequencies, xj (j = 1 to 6), of an undamped SSSS uniform rectangular
plate carrying a 3-dof spring–mass system, as shown in Fig. 2(a), with mð1Þz ¼ 39.25 kg, kð1Þz ¼ 293.5 N/m and ðxð1Þ; yð1ÞÞ ¼ ð1.5 m; 0.5 mÞ
Element
number
Methods Natural frequencies, xj (j = 1 to 6) (rad/s)
x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6
4 · 2 EMM 87.6231 115.5026 178.5430 – – –
FEM 87.4344 115.4856 178.3172 – – –
8 · 4 EMM 92.9325 141.4896 226.3027 327.8830 351.9023 395.9034
FEM 92.7121 141.2516 226.1081 327.6785 351.6697 395.6498
16 · 8 EMM 94.5295 149.2123 241.5252 324.4735 372.3180 453.2621
FEM 94.5061 149.1940 241.5247 324.4697 372.3124 453.2615
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ﬁrms the reliability of the theory presented and the computer program developed for this research.
Table 2 shows the ﬁrst six natural frequencies, xj (j = 1 to 6), of the last attachment-mounted SSSS
plate, where the 3–4 rows and 5–6 rows are for the plate modeled by 4 · 2 and 8 · 4 identical plate elements,
respectively, while the 7–8 rows are for that by 16 · 8 identical ones. From Tables 1 and 2, one sees that the
ﬁner the meshes of the plate, the closer between the natural frequencies obtained from the presented EMM
(or FEM) and Wu and Luo (1997b). From Section 4.2, one sees that the order of overall property matrices
of the attachment-mounted plate in EMM is dependent on that of the bare plate. Thus, the accuracy of the
presented EMM depends on the sizes of meshes of the bare plate. In other words, the ﬁner the meshes of the
bare plate, the better the accuracy of the EMM. Because one can achieve reasonable accuracy for the nat-
ural frequencies of the attachment-mounted plate modeled by 16 · 8 identical plate elements (see Tables 1
and 2), the last sizes of meshes are used for the plate in this paper. According to this mesh size, in FEM, the
total dof for the attachment-mounted plate is 17 · 9 · 6 + 3na, where 17 · 9 · 6 represents the total dof of
the bare plate, while na represents the total number of the 3-dof spring–mass systems attached to the plate.
However, in EMM, the total dof for the attachment-mounted plate is always equal to 17 · 9 · 6 even if the
value of na is changed. Because the total dof for the EMM is always less than that for the FEM by 3na, the
larger the value of na, the more the dof can be saved by using the EMM.
5.2. Inﬂuence of spring stiﬀness
The problem studied in this subsection is the inﬂuence of stiﬀness for the four springs of the 3-dof
spring–mass system on the ﬁrst six natural frequencies of a uniform undamped attachment-mounted SFSF
plate shown in Fig. 3. The dimensions and the material properties of the SFSF plate are exactly the same as
those of the SSSS plate studied in the last subsection. However, the physical properties of the 3-dof spring–
mass system are: lumped mass mð1Þz ¼ 78.5 kg, mass moments of inertia J ð1Þx ¼ J ð1Þy ¼ 106 kg m2, spacings
between the springs að1Þx1 ¼ að1Þx2 ¼ bð1Þy1 ¼ bð1Þy2 ¼ ‘w=2 ¼ 0.375 m, x and y co-ordinates for the four attaching
points, p, q, r and s, ðxð1Þp ; yð1Þp Þ ¼ ð0.625 m; 0.125 mÞ, ðxð1Þq ; yð1Þq Þ ¼ ð0.625 m; 0.875 mÞ, ðxð1Þr ; yð1Þr Þ ¼
ð1.375 m; 0.875 mÞ, ðxð1Þs ; yð1Þs Þ ¼ ð1.375 m; 0.125 mÞ. From the last information and Fig. 3, one may see that
the x and y co-ordinates for c.g. of the 3-dof spring–mass system are given by ðxð1ÞC ; yð1ÞC Þ ¼ ð1.0 m; 0.5 mÞ. To
realize the inﬂuence of spring stiﬀness on the free vibration characteristics of the plate, several cases are
studied in this subsection. First, the spring constant for each of the four springs of the 3-dof spring–mass
system is assumed to be identical and given by kð1Þp ¼ kð1Þq ¼ kð1Þr ¼ kð1Þs ¼ kð1Þz ¼ 102; 103 or 104 N/m.
The ﬁrst six natural frequencies of the bare SFSF plate are listed in the ﬁnal row of Table 3 and the cor-
responding mode shapes are shown in Fig. 4. For comparison, the contour lines of the last mode shapes are
also plotted by dashed curves in Fig. 5. Note that the thick curves denote the node lines of the associated
Fig. 3. A SFSF rectangular plate carrying a 3-dof spring–mass system with að1Þx1 ¼ að1Þx2 ¼ bð1Þy1 ¼ bð1Þy2 ¼ ‘w=2 ¼ 0.375 m, ðxð1Þp ; yð1Þp Þ ¼
ð0.625 m; 0.125 mÞ, ðxð1Þq ;yð1Þq Þ ¼ ð0.625 m; 0.875 mÞ, ðxð1Þr ;yð1Þr Þ ¼ ð1.375 m; 0.875 mÞ, ðxð1Þs ; yð1Þs Þ ¼ ð1.375 m; 0.125 mÞ, mð1Þz ¼ 78.5 kg,
mass moments of inertia J ð1Þx ¼ J ð1Þy ¼ 106 kg m2 and kð1Þi (i = p,q, r, s) = 102, 103 or 104 N/m. The coordinates for center of gravity of
the 3-dof spring–mass system, C(1), are given by ðxð1ÞC ; yð1ÞC Þ ¼ ð1.0 m; 0.5 mÞ.
Table 3
Inﬂuence of the spring stiﬀness (kð1Þi , i = p,q, r, s) for each of the four springs of the 3-dof spring–mass system on the ﬁrst six natural
frequencies, xj (j = 1 to 6), of the attachment-mounted SFSF plate (as shown in Fig. 3) with mð1Þz ¼ 78.5 kg, J ð1Þx ¼ J ð1Þy ¼ 106 kg m2,
að1Þx1 ¼ að1Þx2 ¼ bð1Þy1 ¼ bð1Þy2 ¼ ‘w=2¼ 0.375m, ðxð1Þp ;yð1Þp Þ¼ ð0.625m;0.125mÞ, ðxð1Þq ;yð1Þq Þ¼ ð0.625m;0.875mÞ, ðxð1Þr ;yð1Þr Þ¼ ð1.375m; 0.875mÞ,
ðxð1Þs ;yð1Þs Þ¼ ð1.375m;0.125mÞ and ðxð1ÞC ;yð1ÞC Þ¼ ð1.0m;0.5mÞ
Spring constants,
kð1Þi (i = p,q, r, s) (N/m)
Methods Natural frequencies, xj (j = 1 to 6) (rad/s)
x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6
102 EMM 18.7032 52.1855 74.8298 121.9769 169.9989 193.5496
FEM 18.5016 51.9388 74.6508 121.7932 169.8171 193.3538
103 EMM 19.8197 51.6232 74.5903 122.2495 170.0384 193.6168
FEM 19.6037 51.4336 74.3787 122.0557 169.8226 193.4013
104 EMM 32.2033 47.0385 72.3047 124.9864 170.0438 194.1046
FEM 32.0410 46.9251 72.1226 124.8245 169.8820 193.9079
Bare SFSF plate FEM 18.4009 51.9942 74.6815 121.7643 169.8166 193.3485
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rying a substructure), associated with diﬀerent spring constants kð1Þi (i = p, q, r and s), are listed in the 3rd to
8th rows of Table 3. For the case of spring constant kð1Þi (i = p,q, r, s) = 10
3 N/m, the contour lines for the
ﬁrst six mode shapes obtained from EMM (or FEM) are plotted by solid curves in Figs. 5(a)–(f). In the
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Fig. 4. The ﬁrst six mode shapes of the bare SFSF plate corresponding to (a) x1 ¼ 18.4009 rad=s, (b) x2 ¼ 51.9942 rad=s,
(c) x3 ¼ 74.6815 rad=s, (d) x4 ¼ 121.7643 rad=s, (e) x5 ¼ 169.8166 rad=s and (f) x6 ¼ 193.3485 rad=s.
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with respect to the un-deformed xy-plane with unit maximum elevation of the mode shapes (i.e.,
jzjmax ¼ 1.0) and the negative digits (e.g., 0.2, 0.5, etc.) denote the downward elevations of the associated
contour lines. In other words, the contour lines with positive digits (e.g., 0.2, 0.5, etc.) are on the upper side
of the un-deformed xy-plane and those with negative digits (e.g., 0.2, 0.5, etc.) are on the lower (bottom)
side of the un-deformed xy-plane. For the attachment-mounted plate (carrying a 3-dof spring–mass system
with kð1Þi (i = p,q, r, s) = 10
3 N/m), its ﬁrst six mode shapes obtained from EMM and the corresponding
ones obtained from FEM are very close to each other (see the solid curves in Fig. 5) and so are its corre-
sponding natural frequencies (see Table 3), these also conﬁrm the reliability of the presented equivalent
mass method (EMM).
Sometimes, the contour lines (such as those shown in Fig. 5) cannot accurately reﬂect the actual diﬀer-
ences between the mode shapes of the bare plate and those of the attachment-mounted plate, the proﬁles
for the ﬁrst six mode shapes of the bare plate (denoted by the dashed curves - - -) together with those of
the attachment-mounted plate (carrying a 3-dof spring–mass system with kð1Þi (i = p, q, r, s) = 10
3 N/m)
(denoted by the solid curves —) for the cross-sections located at ðx; yÞ ¼ ðx; 0.25 mÞ and
ðx; yÞ ¼ ðx; 0.75 mÞ, with x ¼ 0 to 2.0 m, are also plotted in Fig. 6. It is noted that the 4th mode shape is a
torsional (or twisting) mode and, for the attachment-mounted plate, its ﬁrst six mode shapes obtained from
the EMM are very close to the corresponding ones obtained from the FEM. Thus, the solid curves shown in
Fig. 5 may denote the contour lines obtained from EMMor FEM. Similarly, the solid curves shown in Fig. 6
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Fig. 5. The contour lines for the (a) 1st, (b) 2nd, (c) 3rd, (d) 4th, (e) 5th and (f) 6th mode shapes of the bare SFSF plate (- - -) and the
corresponding ones of the attachment-mounted SFSF plate (carrying a three-dof spring–mass system with kð1Þi (i = p,q, r, s) = 10
3 N/m)
obtained from EMM (or FEM) (—).
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diﬀerences between two mode shapes should be determined based on the orthographic drawings (cf. Fig. 4)
incorporated with both their contour lines (cf. Fig. 5) and their sectional proﬁles (cf. Fig. 6).
FromFigs. 4–6 and Table 3, one ﬁnds that the installation of a 3-dof spring–mass system to the SFSF plate
has the most signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the 1st natural frequencies and the corresponding 1st mode shape of the
SFSF plate. This is because the location of the 3-dof spring–mass system is very close to the crest of the 1st
mode shape of the SFSF plate, as one may see from Figs. 3 and 4(a). In other words, installation of a precise
measuring instrument should be as far as possible from the crest of the pertinent mode shape of a plate.
The inﬂuence of spring constants kð1Þi (i = p,q, r, s) of the 3-dof spring–mass system on the free vibration
characteristics of the attachment-mounted SFSF plate is further studied using the following spring stiﬀness:
(i) kð1Þi ¼ 104 N/m (i = p,q, r, s); (ii) kð1Þp ¼ kð1Þs ¼ 6000.0 N/m and kð1Þq ¼ kð1Þr ¼ 14000.0 N/m. It is noted that,
in either case (i) or case (ii), the summation of the spring constants for the four springs are equal to a con-
stant, i.e., kð1Þp þ kð1Þq þ kð1Þr þ kð1Þs ¼ 4 104 N/m. Table 4 shows the ﬁrst six natural frequencies, xj (j = 1 to
6), of the attachment-mounted SFSF plate for the above-mentioned two cases. From the table, one sees
that diﬀerent stiﬀness between the four springs of a 3-dof spring–mass system will also aﬀect the natural
frequencies of the SFSF plate even if their total magnitude remains unchanged (i.e., kð1Þp þ kð1Þq þ
kð1Þr þ kð1Þs ¼ constant).
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Fig. 6. The proﬁles for the ﬁrst six mode shapes of the bare SFSF plate (- - -) together with those of the attachment-mounted SFSF
plate (carrying a 3-dof spring–mass system with kð1Þi (i = p,q,r,s) = 10
3 N/m) obtained from EMM (or FEM) (—) for the cross-sections
located at: (a) ðx;yÞ ¼ ðx; 0.25 mÞ and (b) ðx;yÞ ¼ ðx; 0.75 mÞ, with x ¼ 0 to 2.0 m.
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Table 4
The key is the same as Table 3 except that kð1Þp ¼ kð1Þs , kð1Þq ¼ kð1Þr and kð1Þp þ kð1Þq þ kð1Þr þ kð1Þs ¼ 4 104 N/m in addition to the case of
kð1Þp ¼ kð1Þq ¼ kð1Þr ¼ kð1Þs ¼ 104 N/m
Spring constants,
kð1Þi (N/m)
Methods Natural frequencies, xj (j = 1 to 6) (rad/s)
x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6
kð1Þi ¼ 104 (i = p,q, r, s) EMM 32.2033 47.0385 72.3047 124.9864 170.0438 194.1046
FEM 32.0410 46.9251 72.1226 124.8245 169.8820 193.9079
kð1Þp ¼ kð1Þs ¼ 6000.0 EMM 32.4309 48.8903 73.2202 125.0248 170.0452 194.1396
kð1Þq ¼ kð1Þr ¼ 14000.0 FEM 32.2849 48.6517 73.0202 124.9125 169.8836 193.9347
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To studied the individual inﬂuence of the mass, mð1Þz , and its moments of inertia, J
ð1Þ
x and J
ð1Þ
y , on the free
vibration characteristics of the SFSF rectangular plate shown in Fig. 3, the spring constants of the 3-dof
spring–mass system, kð1Þi (i = p,q, r, s), are taken to be very large (10
4 N/m), so that the four springs are
equivalent to four rigid elements and the spring eﬀect of the spring–mass system can be removed. For
the bare plate studied here, its dimensions and material properties are exactly the same as those of the last
subsection, while the physical properties of the 3-dof spring–mass system are: að1Þx1 ¼ að1Þx2 ¼ bð1Þy1 ¼
bð1Þy2 ¼ ‘w=2 ¼ 0.375 m, ðxð1Þp ; yð1Þp Þ ¼ ð0.625 m; 0.125 mÞ, ðxð1Þq ; yð1Þq Þ ¼ ð0.625 m; 0.875 mÞ, ðxð1Þr ; yð1Þr Þ ¼
ð1.375 m; 0.875 mÞ, ðxð1Þs ; yð1Þs Þ ¼ ð1.375 m; 0.125 mÞ, mð1Þz ¼ 78.5 kg and the corresponding mass moments
of inertia are given by J ð1Þx ¼ J ð1Þy ¼ 106 kg m2 or J ð1Þx ¼ J ð1Þy ¼ 112mð1Þz ð‘2w þ ‘2wÞ ¼ 112mð1Þz ð0.752 þ 0.752Þ ¼
7.3594 kg m2. Note that the last expression of mass moment of inertia is obtained from Hibbeler (1992)
and ‘w represents the length, width or height for the lumped mass of the spring–mass system, as shown
in Fig. 3. The coordinates for center of gravity of the 3-dof spring–mass system, C(1), are given by
ðxð1ÞC ; yð1ÞC Þ ¼ ð1.0 m; 0.5 mÞ.
The ﬁrst six natural frequencies, xj (j = 1 to 6), of the attachment-mounted SFSF plate are listed in the
3rd to 6th rows of Table 5. From the table one may see that the mass, mð1Þz , and its moments of inertia, J
ð1Þ
x
and J ð1Þy , of the spring–mass system have the most signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the 1st natural frequencies of the
SFSF plate. These are the reasonable results because the coordinates for c.g. of the 3-dof spring–mass sys-
tem, ðxð1ÞC ; yð1ÞC Þ ¼ ð1.0 m; 0.5 mÞ, are coincident with the coordinates of the geometry center of the SFSF
plate.
From Table 5, one sees that consideration of the mass moments of inertia of the spring–mass system,
J ð1Þx and J
ð1Þ
y , will have signiﬁcant inﬂuences on the 2nd, 3rd and 5th natural frequencies of theTable 5
Inﬂuence of lumped mass, mð1Þz , and its moments of inertia, J
ð1Þ
x and J
ð1Þ
y , on the ﬁrst six natural frequencies, xj (j = 1 to 6), of the
attachment-mounted SFSF plate (carrying one substructure) with að1Þx1 ¼ að1Þx2 ¼ bð1Þy1 ¼ bð1Þy2 ¼ 0.375 m, ðxð1Þp ; yð1Þp Þ ¼ ð0.625 m; 0.125 mÞ,
ðxð1Þq ; yð1Þq Þ ¼ ð0.625 m; 0.875 mÞ, ðxð1Þr ;yð1Þr Þ ¼ ð1.375 m; 0.875 mÞ, ðxð1Þs ;yð1Þs Þ ¼ ð1.375 m; 0.125 mÞ and kð1Þi (i = p, q, r, s) = 104 N/m
mð1Þz
(kg)
J ð1Þx ¼ J ð1Þy
(kg m2)
Methods Natural frequencies, xj (j = 1 to 6) (rad/s)
x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6
78.5 106 EMM 32.2033 47.0385 72.3047 124.9864 170.0438 194.1046
FEM 32.0410 46.9251 72.1226 124.8245 169.8820 193.9079
7.3594 EMM 33.9967 21.1695 25.2100 124.9969 59.7602 194.0022
FEM 33.8866 21.0172 24.9833 124.8396 59.5270 193.9080
Bare SFSF plate FEM 18.4009 51.9942 74.6815 121.7643 169.8166 193.3485
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for the four springs of the 3-dof spring–mass system are symmetric with respect to the node lines of the 2nd,
3rd and 5th mode shapes of the bare SFSF plate (cf. Fig. 4) and in such a situation, the rotational axes of
the lumped mass (cf. Fig. 3) are parallel to the last node lines. Therefore, the mass moments of inertia, J ð1Þx
and J ð1Þy , of the spring–mass system are also the important parameters aﬀecting the vibration characteristics
of an attachment-mounted plate.5.4. A SFSF plate carrying four identical 3-dof spring–mass systems
To show the availability of the presented technique, the ﬁrst six natural frequencies of a SFSF plate car-
rying four identical 3-dof spring–mass systems, SM1, SM2, SM3 and SM4, as shown in Fig. 7, are inves-
tigated here. The physical properties of the four 3-dof spring–mass systems are shown in Table 6 and the
ﬁrst six natural frequencies, xj (j = 1 to 6), of the attachment-mounted plate are shown in Table 7. From
Tables 5 and 7, one ﬁnds that the inﬂuence of the four identical spring–mass systems on the ﬁrst six natural
frequencies of the SFSF plate is little. In general, the inﬂuence of a concentrated load on the dynamic char-
acteristics of a plate is more than that of a distributed load if the magnitude of the concentrated load is
equal to that of the distributed load. Therefore, the distribution of the substructures on the plate is alsox
y
z
ma 0.2=
mb 0.1=
mh 005.0=
1)SM1( =v
2)SM2( =v 3)SM3( =v
4)SM4( =v
Fig. 7. A SFSF rectangular plate carrying four identical 3-dof spring–mass systems with their locations and physical properties shown
in Table 6.
Table 6
Locations and physical properties of the four spring–mass systems, SM1, SM2, SM3 and SM4, attached to the SFSF plate shown in
Fig. 7
Locations and physical properties Spring–mass systems attached to the SFSF plate (cf. Fig. 7)
SM1 (v = 1) SM2 (v = 2) SM3 (v = 3) SM4 (v = 4)
Coordinates of attaching point pðxðvÞp ;yðvÞp Þ (0.375,0.125) (0.375,0.625) (1.375,0.625) (1.375,0.125)
Coordinates of attaching point qðxðvÞq ;yðvÞq Þ (0.375,0.375) (0.375,0.875) (1.375,0.875) (1.375,0.375)
Coordinates of attaching point rðxðvÞr ;yðvÞr Þ (0.625,0.375) (0.625,0.875) (1.625,0.875) (1.625,0.375)
Coordinates of attaching point sðxðvÞr ;yðvÞs Þ (0.625,0.125) (0.625,0.625) (1.625,0.625) (1.625,0.125)
Lumped mass mðvÞz (kg) 78.5/4 = 19.625
Spring constants kðvÞi (i = p,q,r,s) (N/m) 10
4/4 = 2500.0
Mass moments of inertia J ðvÞx ¼ J ðvÞy ðkg m2Þ 112mð1Þz ð0.252 þ 0.252Þ ¼ 0.2044
Spacings aðvÞx1 ¼ aðvÞx2 ¼ aðvÞy1 ¼ aðvÞy2 ðmÞ 0.125
Table 7
The ﬁrst six natural frequencies, xj (j = 1 to 6), of the attachment-mounted SFSF plate (carrying four identical spring–mass systems, as
shown in Fig. 7, with their locations and physical properties shown in Table 6)
Vibrating systems Methods Natural frequencies, xj (j = 1 to 6) (rad/s)
x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6
Attachment-mounted plate EMM 6.2037 52.1943 74.8022 121.8936 168.9495 193.5033
FEM 6.0645 51.9942 74.6815 121.7643 169.8166 193.3485
Bare SFSF plate FEM 18.4009 51.9942 74.6815 121.7643 169.8166 193.3485
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Fig. 8. The contour lines for the (a) 1st, (b) 2nd, (c) 3rd, (d) 4th, (e) 5th and (f) 6th mode shapes of the bare SFSF plate (—) and the
corresponding ones of the attachment-mounted SFSF plate (carrying four identical 3-dof spring–mass systems as shown in Fig. 7)
obtained from EMM (or FEM) (—).
J.-J. Wu / International Journal of Solids and Structures 43 (2006) 727–746 745an important factor aﬀecting the vibration characteristics of the plate. The contour lines for the mode
shapes of the bare SFSF plate and those of the present attachment-mounted SFSF plate are plotted by
the dashed curves and the solid curves in Fig. 8, respectively. From the ﬁgure, one ﬁnds that the four iden-
tical 3-dof spring–mass systems aﬀect the ﬁrst six mode shapes of the SFSF plate to some degree, particular
the fundamental mode shown in Fig. 8(a).
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1. In addition to the stiﬀness and mass matrices of a 3-dof spring–mass system (or substructure), the eﬀec-
tive mass matrix for the set of equivalent masses of a substructure is also presented in this paper. Based
on the last element stiﬀness and mass matrices one may determine the natural frequencies and mode
shapes of a rectangular plate carrying any number of substructures by using the conventional ﬁnite
element method (FEM), while based on the last eﬀective mass matrix one may also determine the
corresponding ones by using the presented equivalent mass method (EMM). Because the degrees-of-
freedom (dofs) concerning all the substructures are eliminated by the associated eﬀective mass matrices,
the total dof of the attachment-mounted plate for the EMM is less than that for the FEM. For this
reason, the natural frequencies and mode shapes concerning the local vibrations of all the substructures
with respect to the static plate are to disappear in the computer output. This will save much time for the
analysis of output data.
2. In addition to the spring stiﬀness, the mass and mass moments of inertia of the lumped mass for each of
the substructures, the distribution of relative positions between the substructures and the rectangular
plate is also an important factor aﬀecting the free vibration characteristics of the attachment-mounted
plate.
3. The free vibration characteristics of a rectangular plate carrying any number of 3-dof spring–mass sys-
tems are complicated, the technique presented in this paper, either EMM or FEM, will be helpful for
solving the relevant problems.References
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